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Editorial Note

This marks the third publication of our Technology Review. As with last year’s review, this publication highlights some continued research as well as some new research directions of KOMtech. Continuing areas of research include wind turbine installation vessels, the slim drillship, LNG systems and research into arctic structures. We are also pleased to have new papers on a diverse range of topics including cable laying vessels, control systems and a geotechnical investigation system designed to further enhance Keppel’s well established Jackup designs.

These papers present a snapshot of the ongoing work in KOMtech and are intended to stimulate further thoughts and innovations and to showcase some of the many competencies available and being developed in KOMtech. Every attempt has been made to ensure accurate and factual representation of the research presented, however it is important to note that much of this work is ongoing and represents the opinions and views of the authors and not necessarily an official position of KOMtech.

We have enhanced our collaboration with Keppel Business Units, Universities and Industry over the past year and their contribution to our research and to the papers presented in this publication are much appreciated. Technology Review is the result of many of hours of hard work from the authors and editors, and I would like to thank all involved for their hard work and support.

Michael Perry
Chairman, Editorial Committee
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